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Introduction

On Moscow: A Necessary Preamble

Text by Marco Casamonti
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Editorial

Moscow 2.0

The Present of the Near Future

Text by Alessandro De Magistris, Umberto Zanetti

Moscow today appears to be headed for new metamorphoses. Having come very far from the “socialist city” which nevertheless represented an important matrix for many of the changes that have taken place in recent years, it is also rapidly leaving behind it the salient traits characterizing post-communist Russian capitalism.
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Text by Kadyrov Timur
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Proekt Meganom
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The Museum of Architecture and the Museum Cluster of Moscow: Realizations, Projects and Strategies

Text by Ilona Korobina
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Proekt Meganom: Mercury Theatre

Text by Proekt Meganom
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Text by Sergey Skuratov Architects
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Text by Sergey Skuratov Architects
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Shigeru Ban Architects: Garage Centre for Contemporary Art Pavilion

Photo by Didier Boy de la Tour

Boris Bernaskon Architectural Bureau: Mattress

Text by Boris Bernaskon Architectural Bureau
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Moscow School: Bulwark of Stability and Factors of Change

Text by Aleksey Muratov

The debate as to whether it is necessary to be able to draw a plaster bust has always divided the community of Muscovite architects.

Moscow and Transportation System: Existing Mobility and Future Projects

Text by Fabio Casiroli, Diego Deponte, Giuseppe A. Alizzi

Perception versus Reality: The State of Affairs in Moscow 20C Architectural Heritage

Text by Anna Bronovitskaya
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Text by Philipp Mauer